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The project

East architects were appointed by London Borough of Bromley to 
design a GLA and S106 funded public realm improvement scheme 
in the Walnut Shopping Centre, Orpington. 

The appointment in late 2015 followed an initial concept design by 
Landholt+Brown from September 2014 which was consulted on 
with key stakeholders. 

Since then funding has been secured and as such East have 
considered feedback from Landholt+Brown project against the 
now better understood budget constraints; continuing to develop 
a	design	strategy	through	a	‘menu	of	design	briefs’	to	be	carried	
forward.

The wider context of the project

The	Walnuts	Centre	is	at	first	glance	a	shopping	centre.	And	yet	it	
also contains a public Library, a leisure centre and a college with a 
publicly accessible training restaurant. In the near future this rich 
eclectic mix will include a cinema, a wellness centre, a Travelodge 
and a selection of housing. 

At the heart of the Walnuts is one of the few open spaces in the 
area, College Square, a currently under utilised space, though 
home to the Walnuts Market.

The proposed public realm improvements must to provide a robust 
background to the wide range of activities in the Walnuts, animating 
the space and drawing the existing and new developments 
together.

Methodology

The overarching objectives guiding the development of the designs 
include:

• Designing for the future to make the Walnuts a destination; in
turn supporting the local economy and enhancing civic pride

• Creating	‘places	to	dwell’
• Developing a sustainable productive market
• Signposting and showcasing wherever possible the range of

activities and uses existing or proposed within the centre
• Creating and enhancing active frontages around the square.

These objectives can be achieved by enhancing the rich mix 
of uses already present in the Walnuts, by introducing places 
of repose to allow visitors to spend time and by connecting the 
currently underutilised square into the area around.

This report sets out a menu of design briefs to create a welcoming, 
productive and sustainable public realm within the Walnuts Centre. 
The key issues surrounding each proposal are set out alongside 
observations about the existing fabric and activity within the 
Walnuts, what we were told about the current situation and the 
aspirations for the future 

Purpose of this document and next steps

This	is	a	Stage	1	report	to	define	an	initial	project	brief.	This	takes	
the	form	of	a	‘menu’	of	design	briefs	to	be	carried	forward	to	the	
next design stages. 

 It is anticipated that a Stage 2 Design and Costing Report will 
follow before works begin on site in Spring 2016.

I n t r o d u c t i o n
1
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I n t r o d u c t i o n
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T h e  e x i s t i n g  c o n t e x t
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The existing context
2

HIGH STREET 
ENTRANCE

SAINSBURYS & BOWLING 
ALLEY
• Parking above
• Public toilets at ground level
• Bowling alley entrance on 

Homefield	Rise

NEW HOTEL
• Recent/ongoing 

development
• Active	ground	floor	

WALNUTS PARADE
• smaller independent 

retail units
• unoccupied units on 

west side
• Potential future 

development

Existing Context: Initial observations

The public realm of the walnuts can be broadly separated into the 
large College Square, the smaller Walnuts Square and four entry 
routes. Walnuts Parade functions as a main route from the high 
street	into	the	centre,	‘Walnuts	colonnade’	to	the	south	and	two	un-
named	entrances	to	the	east	and	south	identified	within	this	report	
by	the	roads	they	are	entered	from	as	Walnuts	/	Homefield	Rise	link	
and Walnuts / Lych Gate Road link.

Each	of	these	areas	has	a	specific	character	and	set	of	qualities	
which have been analysed over the next pages.

The College Square is at the heart of the Walnuts Centre. In close 
proximity to a busy and successful high street and surrounded by 
a rich mix of civic and commercial uses, both existing and in the 
process of being developed, it could be a thriving open space. 

However the square at present is not visually or experientially 
inviting. It feels cluttered, poorly lit and despite the wide range of 
uses surrounded it very few are actively engaging or animating the 
square.

HOMEFIELD RISE

planned future development 
site

HIGH STREET
Current location for BID events 
such as Christmas markets which 
necessitates road closures and 
bus diversions
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HOMEFIELD RISE 
ENTRANCE

LIBRARY
• Well used public 

library
• Potential for 

active ground 
floor

ODEON CINEMA
• Recent/ongoing 

development
• Active	ground	floor

BROMLEY COLLEGE + 
RESTAURANT
New training restaurant 
at	ground	floor	and	
associated works will 
create	active	ground	floor

HOUSING AND 
WELLNESS CENTRE
• Recent/ongoing  

development
• Active	ground	floor

WALNUTS SHOPPING 
CENTRE
• Covered retail
• Car parking above

LEISURE CENTRE 
(ABOVE RETAIL)
Overhang at ground 
level and escape stair 
are not contributing 
positively to the square

- 

SAINSBURYS & BOWLING 
ALLEY
• Parking above
• Public toilets at ground level
• Bowling alley entrance on 

Homefield	Rise

NEW HOTEL
• Recent/ongoing 

development
• Active	ground	floor	

LEISURE CENTRE
Main entrance with 
hard landscaped 
forecourt

CAR PARK
In proximity to the 
College Square

WALNUTS 
COLONNADE
smaller independent 
retail units

WALNUTS SQUARE
• Recent 

development
• Hard landscaping 

with two walnut 
trees and seating

COLLEGE SQUARE
• underutilised publicly 

accessible square
• Several trees of 

varying quality and age

WALNUTS/ LYCH GATE 
ROAD
• Quieter entrance to 

centre
• Footbridge forms 

connection with 
residential area to east

The context
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The Walnuts: Not to be seen in isolation

The Walnuts Centre must be viewed in the context of the wider 
Orpington area: linking to the High Street to the west and sat within 
the Orpington BID. 

Interventions to the Walnuts Centre and the college square should 
enhance and link to the surrounding context. 

The potential for the square to be utilised by The BID for some of 
their activities should also be considered. The BID run a range of 
events throughout the year which currently take place on the high 
street	requiring	the	street	to	be	closed	to	traffic	and	bus	routes	
diverted. Their years programme includes Homes and Gardens 
events, Food festivals, Live music and seasonal events such as a 
Christmas Fair.

HI
GH

 S
TR

EE
T

COLLEGE 
SQUARE

ORPINGTON BID

ORPINGTON 
WALNUT CENTRE 
PUBLIC REALM

HIGH STREET

The context

THE BID
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The Walnuts - Walnuts Parade

The	‘main’	entrance	to	the	shopping	centre	from	the	High	street	is	
an	open	entrance	accessed	below	a	waffle	slab	overhang.	

Although the singage and building above are not of a high standard 
the transition from high street into the shopping centre is clear and 
there are some unique qualities to the entrance.

A row of bollards limit movement of larger vehicles before the 
parade of shops begins. Shops here are small independent units 
some	of	which	make	use	of	the	overhang	at	ground	level	to	‘tuck’	
chairs and tables below.  The majority of the south side of the 
parade is planned to be developed to include commercial units on 
the	ground	floor.

Top: Entrance to Walnuts Shopping Centre from the High Street
Middle: Walnuts Parade glimpsed from entrance undercroft
Bottom: Overhang to Walnuts Parade small independent units opposite a 
currently empty unit, an undertakers and a future Travelodge with active ground 
floor uses

Analysis	of	what’s	there
3
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The Walnuts - Walnuts Colonnade

The northern arm of the public realm draws the visitor into the 
covered aspect of the shopping centre past the new Odeon 
development to the left and high street shops under the Leisure 
Centre Colonnade. The undercroft of the building has been boxed 
in and is unattractive and whilst the walnuts shopping centre sign 
draws	the	eye-	and	therefore	footfall-	to	the	centre	it’s	graphical	
style is not in keeping with some of the older more classic signs 
within the centre.

Analysis	of	what’s	there
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Analysis	of	what’s	there

The Walnuts - Walnuts Square

Newly paved square bordering the Odeon Cinema development, 
with two walnut trees and a central seating area which the 
designers describe as being in the shape of a walnut. 

Whilst this area is being redeveloped it is less active than it will 
be	in	future	when	the	ground	floor	units	are	open	but	will	in	future	
provide a meeting place for visitors to the cinema. Consideration 
should be given to how this space functions after dark as this is 
when many of the cinema visitors will experience it.
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The Walnuts - future or current developments

There’s	a	rich	mix	of	uses	in	the	Walnuts:	a	range	of	scales	and	
types of retail, leisure activities, civic buildings and in the future 
even residential/accommodation. 

Collaboration and conversation between the different stakeholders 
and developments is vital to ensure a coherent overall experience 
of the Walnuts.

HI
GH

 S
TR

EE
T

COLLEGE
SQUARE

BROMLEY 
COLLEGE

BR6

ORPINGTON ONE

HOUSING
and HEALTH 
CENTRE

LEISURE 
CENTRE

ODEON

TRAVELODGE

LI
BR

AR
Y

SAINSBURYS

SHOPFRONTS AND 
HOUSING

HOMEFIELD RISE 
DEVELOPMENT

Diagram showing key current and future developments

Analysis	of	what’s	there
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HI
GH

 S
TR

EE
T

COLLEGE
SQUARE

College Square - Links and entrances

The	entrance	to	the	college	square	is	currently	cluttered:	a	fire	
escape stairs is the most visually prominent aspect of the entrance 
with the sense of being encumbered further enhanced by the 
undercrofts of the leisure centre. Once within there is an expanse of 
clay brick paving with six trees of varying age and quality. 

Diagram showing key links to and from the College Square

Walnuts/Homefield Rise approach and Walnuts/Lych Gate Road approach

Analysis	of	what’s	there

A cluttered and uninviting entrance to the square
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HI
GH

 S
TR

EE
T

COLLEGE
SQUARE

College Square - Edges

The square is bordered by four distinct facades: 

- To the north the blank brick and concrete face of the Leisure 
Centre	with	a	set	back	pedestrian	walkway	at	ground	floor

- To the west the library, a three storey blue clad building with 
horizontal dominant blue tinted glazing

- to the east Orpington campus 

-	to	the	south	a	new	housing	development	with	active	ground	floor	
use.

In the future all but the northern Leisure centre face will have active 
ground	floor	uses	which	can	potentially	utilise	the	square	

Diagram showing active frontages and entrances within the square and 
immediate surroundings

Analysis	of	what’s	there

BROMLEY 
COLLEGE

LEISURE 
CENTRE

LI
BR

AR
Y

ORPINGTON
 ONE
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LP

LP

LP

LP

LP

CHERRY

BEECH

MAPLE CHERRY

ASH

LIME BENCH

College Square -  Lights furniture and trees

The Square itself is populated by a six trees and 
one metal bench. The exisitng lighting is poor. A 
3-day a week market runs within the square.

The existing variety and arrangement of the trees are seen an asset for the square Single seat and insufficient lighting. 

Analysis	of	what’s	there
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College Square -  The Market

The market at the Walnuts is a potential asset for the area but its 
arrangement along the western edge of the square blocks views 
into the square leaving it empty and unused. 

The market runs on Tuesdays, Fridays and Saturdays with a core 
group of 15 regular traders. It varies who turns up and in principle 
anyone could arrive on any of the market days and set up a pitch.

The number of stalls in recent years has dwindled and consultation 
suggested this might be in part due to a move in location from the 
Crown Building site now home to the Odeon cinema. 

Consultation and observation of the market suggests that the layout  
has been arrived at due to a desire to get maximum footfall to the 
stalls.

Stalls	observed	included	clothing,	household	goods,	a	flower	stall,	
hot food and bakery goods. There is currently no formal electricity 
provision for the stalls and water is taken from the nearby public 
toilets. There are a selection of different types of market stalls 
currently	being	used	which	gives	a	haphazard	first	impression.

Market	traders	vans	and	cars	are	parked	‘behind’	the	stalls-	towards	
the centre of the square- further exacerbating the impression of the 
square being somewhere to pass through rather than spend time in.

Analysis	of	what’s	there
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A

B

C
CD

E

F

G

H

I

J

A
Area: 711 sqm
Current paving: Clay bricks in two tones
Current condition: Geneally acceptable condition to the clay bricks 
however their attractiveness has been significantly affected by the 
poor matching of materials surrounding the new cinema 
development. Poor joints should be addressed
Recommendation: Would ideally be replaced

Approx replacementcost: 85k

B
Area: 585 sqm
Current paving: Pavers
Current condition: New paving, good condition
Recommendation: To be retained

Approx replacement cost: 70k

C
Area: 345 sqm
Current paving:  Clay bricks in two tones
Current condition: Geneally acceptable condition to the clay 
bricks however their attractiveness has been significantly 
affected by the poor matching of materials surrounding the 
new cinema development. Poor joints should be addressed
Recommendation: Would ideally be replaced

Approx cost: 41.4k

D
Area: 280 sqm
Current paving: Concrete pavers
Current condition: Patchwork paving
Recommendation: Would ideally be 
replaced but if not at least cleaned

E
Area:
Current paving: Concrete pavers
Current condition: Some cracked pavers
Recommendation: Would ideally be 
replaced but if not at least cleaned

Approx replacement cost: 25.3k
F
Area: 309 sqm
Current paving: Clay bricks in two tones
Current condition: Acceptable
Recommendation: Retained and cleaned/replaced

Approx replacementcost: 37k

H
Area: 208 sqm
Current paving: Concrete slabs
Current condition: Poor
Recommendation: To be replaced

Approx cost: 25k

I
Area: 208 sqm
Current paving: Clay bricks
Current condition: Acceptable
Recommendation: Would ideally be replaced if works to 
former Police station result in patchwork of paving

Approx cost: 70k

J
Area: 400 sqm
Current paving: Mastic Asphalt
Current condition: Acceptable
Recommendation: To be retained and cleaned

Approx replacement cost: 48k

G
Area: 1125 sqm
Current paving: Clay bricks
Current condition: Generally acceptable with some disruption 
to setts immediately surrounding the larger trees
Recommendation: Could be retained if the area around the 
trees was replaced and the rest cleaned

Approx cost: 135k

A, 

Cost to replace all surfaces: approx £522,000
Cost to replace all but areas B and J: approx £404,000

Approximate costings are rough estimates based on £120 a sqm for clay sett paving with excavations not to exceed 0.5m, 
relocation of manholes and 25% to cover prelims, phased working and contingency

The Walnuts - Existing ground materials

Before	funding	had	been	identified	the	Landholt+Brown	concept	
design for the Walnuts Centre public realm improvements proposed 
new paving to the square and surrounding area.

Now funding has been secured the budget constraints must be 
weighed	against	the	benefits	of	various	interventions.	In	light	of	
this an audit of the condition of the existing paving was undertaken 
which can be seen across the next pages.

K

Analysis	of	what’s	there
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C

B

D

F

E

A

Analysis	of	what’s	there
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H

G J

I

K

BR6 forecourt fronting the square

Analysis	of	what’s	there
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Signage

Varying types and quality of signage within the Walnuts

Orpington College; a mix of high quality signage for the campus, and less inviting 
signage for the restaurant

Cluttered signage through the southern link; the library sign has low visibility

Purple colours dominate the Walnut Centre signage

Analysis	of	what’s	there
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The white with a unique font for the Leisure Centre enhances the building, 
however it si dominated by duplicating purple signage Additional signage in the pipeline, with varying qualities.

Analysis	of	what’s	there



S W O T  A n a l y s i s
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Key	issues	identified	during	this	study

Strengths

- An open publicly accessible square

-  Rich collection of existing uses within the Walnuts Centre

- Well used public Library fronting onto College Square

- New college training restaurant fronting onto College Square

- An existing group of core market traders and customers

-  Willingness of multiple stakeholders to work together to  
 improve the area

Weaknesses

-  Poor visibility of current market location

- Vehicles parked on College Square on market days

-  Unpleasant environments below the Leisure centres   
 overhang and escape stair and the shopping centre   
 colonnade

S W O T
 

Opportunities

- The college square could be better utilised

-  The college square is one of the few publically accessible  
 open spaces in the area and could be better utilised

- Future expansion of BR6 offers the opportunity to enhance  
 the presence of the college on the square

- New proposed uses in the centre such as cinema, wellness  
 centre and potentially a pharmacy will draw more people into  
 the centre

Threats

-  New development is not coordinated with the existing   
 context

- New public realm improvements are not implemented with  
	 a	coherent	management	strategy	to	ensure	their	benefits	are		
 fully realised resulting in negative aspects of the current  
 situation being exacerbated

- College Square is owned by a privately owned space and so 
careful management is needed both of proposals and future  
maintenance/running to ensure public money is best utilised

Strengths, weakness, opportunities and Weaknesses
3
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Building upon what exists/ building for the future

The potential for radical improvement and refreshed role for 
Walnuts Centre lies in the currently underutilised publicly accessible 
College Square and in the wide range of civic and commercial uses 
within the centre. There are few public spaces in the immediate 
area and as such the College Square is a valuable resource which 
could contribute not only to the centre but to Orpington as a whole. 

With the many planned developments around the square and 
surrounding link spaces, and a group of stakeholders who are 
committed to improving the overall offering of the Walnuts it is an 
exciting time for the area - it is important to utilise this to create a 
strong destination for a mixed community.

The vision is two fold: to create a space that is enjoyable in its own 
right, with space to dwell and space for a market; but also a space 
that is supported by active frontages on all sides and that support 
these uses through increased visibility, footfall and the ability to 
accommodate outside setting and informal play.

T h e  v i s i o n 

The Vision
4

The vision could be delivered over time through a clear strategy. 
Building upon what exists within the Walnuts already it is proposed 
to begin by focusing on the College Square, creating new places to 
dwell within it and a better functioning market.

Alongside this the edges of the square are proposed considered 
together	as	a	’new’	piece	of	city:	the	library	-	which	could	be	opened	
up to the square, Orpington College - which could be enhanced 
through	careful	landscaping	alongside	the	proposed	ground	floor	
alterations, the blank face of the Leisure Centre - which could 
accommodate public art, possibly lighting, and the new housing 
development with its wellness centre - which will increase footfall 
and reach out to the wider community. 

With a strong destination at the centre of the Walnuts, the link 
spaces could be updated and improved creating a stitched in public 
space which will be an asset to the wider area as well as to the 
immediate stakeholders of the Walnuts
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M e n u  o f  o b j e c t i v e s 
a n d  b r i e f s
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There are four key aspects to the project briefs radiating outwards 
from College Square: animate the square to enable it to become 
a destination, improve the edge of the square, improve links to 
the	square	and	finally	create	partnerships	between	the	various	
stakeholders to ensure future good management of the Walnuts.

Briefs

An extensive list of design briefs varying in scale and complexity 
has been proposed across the area.

Each project brief is illustrated in this section of the report,  
reflecting;

-  the existing condition of each situation and the reason for its 
inclusion

- Potential future consents, management and co-ordination  
 needed for the project to be delivered

-  if it is a particularly high priority for this brief to be developed

General risks to the delivery of projects are:

- delivery partners do not support proposal
- funding is not secured for project
- surveys reveal proposal cannot be achieved
- local residents, businesses or users object to proposal

Where	possible,	other	project	specific	risks	have	been	identified	
with each of the projects.

A menu of objectives and briefs
5
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A menu of ideas

A 

Animate the College Square/ 
make it a destination

B

Improve the edge of the 
square to create a vertical 

public realm

C

Improve the links to the 
square from the surrounding 
area drawing people into the 

centre

Brief Objectives Menu of design briefs

1
Key high street entrance
- High street face
- Lighting to undercroft

2
Leisure Centre
- Canopy undercrofts treated with
-	South	facing	flank	wall

3
Staircase allowing inhabitation and an 
escape stair

4
Oasis created between mature trees
- Surface option 
- Stage option

5
A public face to the library

6
Improved edge to BR6

7
A market that works better

8
Ground re-surfacing

To achieve all of these objectives partnerships between 
stakeholders will need to be developed to create a 
cohesive proposal which can be managed together 
effectively in the future
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A menu of ideas

1
Key high street entrance
- High street face
- Lighting to undercroft

2
Leisure Centre
- Canopy undercrofts treated with
-	South	facing	flank	wall

3
Staircase allowing inhabitation and an 
escape route

4
Oasis created between mature trees
- Surface option 
- Stage option

5
A public face to the library

6
Improved landscape treatment to BR6

7
A market that works better

8
Ground re-surfacing

1

Brief Overview
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A menu of ideas

2

3

4

5

8

7
6
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H i g h   s t r e e t   e n t r a n c e 

B r i e f  1

Existing condition/ evidence for inclusion:

-  The current high street entrance to the walnuts centre is 
visually and experientially underwhelming and does not 
invite pedestrians on the high street into the Walnuts Centre

Project brief:

-		 Create	an	eye	catching	and	‘special’	entrance	from	the	High	
street welcoming visitors into the Walnuts

Consents, Management and co-ordination

-  Consents needed from Walnut Centre owners

-  Consents needed from Lloyds Bank building freeholder

-  Co-ordination with the upgrade works the Walnut Centre is 
undertaking:	this	entrance	has	been	identified	as	a	priority	
as part of their work to be completed by March 2016

P r e c e d e n t s

Special lighting to soffits which is more than just a source of light
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I n i t i a l   i d e a s 
(indicative	‘high-level’	sketches)

- New large signage to entrance 

- Potential re-cladding to entrance subject to consents and funding

-	 Feature	lighting	to	existing	waffle	slab

- White down lighting to feature concrete walls (co-ordination needed 
with	Lloyds	whose	signage	currently	covers	part	of	the	wall)
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L e i s u r e  C e n t r e:  u n d e r c r o f t s  a n d  s i g n a g e

B r i e f   2

Existing condition/ evidence for inclusion:

-  The red brick and concrete mass of the Leisure Centre is 
a visually prominent part of the Walnuts Centre. With large 
parts of the upper storeys windowless and a set back ground 
floor	the	building	can	appear	rather	monolithic

-		 The	set	back	ground	floor	has	a	colonnade	which	wraps	
around the Leisure centre on two sides with shops on the 
western edge and a covered walkway on its south edge; 
currently both have been treated separately and as such 
their is no visual coherence between them

-  The colonnades are unwelcoming and poorly lit

Project Brief:

-  Make use of the blank wall of the Leisure Centre as a place 
for public art or large scale signage in turn improving the 
square

-  Improve the experience of walking along the colonnades 
particularly after dark- treating both in the same way to allow 
the	building	to	be	understood	as	a	‘whole’

Consents, Management and co-ordination

-  Consents needed from Walnut Centre owners

-  Consents needed from Leisure Centre building freeholders

-  Co-ordination with the upgrade works the Walnut Centre is 
undertaking:	the	western	colonnade	has	been	identified	as	a	
priority as part of their work to be completed by March 2016 

P r e c e d e n t s

Treatment of colonnades/soffits
Left: Mufs scheme at Barking Town Square used ‘domestic’ feature lighting
Right: at the Elsässertor Office Building the soffit reflects light and colour
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I n i t i a l   i d e a s 
(indicative	‘high-level’	sketches)

- Treat the western and southern colonnades of the leisure centre in the 
same way co-ordinating with the work already being considered for the 
western colonnade 

- Use feature lighting to the undercrofts to improve the night time 
experience of the undercrofts

- De-clutter signage on west side of the Leisure Centre- retaining the 
original cut out sign and removing others to create coherent visually 
strong signage
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S t a i r c a s e   a l l o w i n g   i n h a b i t a t i o n

B r i e f   3

Existing condition/ evidence for inclusion:

-		 The	current	fire	escape	stair	leading	from	the	first	floor	of	the	
Leisure Centre to the north side of College Square impacts 
negatively upon the busy entrance to the square from 
Walnuts Square

-  Discussion with stakeholders has revealed that there are 
ongoing	conversations	with	the	fire	department	about	
alternative means of escape being used which would be the 
preferred option.

Project Brief:

-		 A	new	staircase	(if	needed)	which	positively	contributes	to	
activity within the square and the attractiveness of the blank 
south facade of the Leisure Centre. The staircase should 
offer places to sit and the potential to be designed as a 
compliant	fire	escape	if	required

P r e c e d e n t s

Consents, Management and co-ordination
 
-  Consents needed from Walnut Centre owners

-  Consents needed from Leisure Centre building freeholders

-		 If	fire	escape	is	required	design	of	staircase	to	comply	with	
regulations for means of escape

Inhabitable staircases
Top left: Seowonmoon Lantern, ARU
Bottom left: La Scala, Mark Pimlott
Right: LYN Atelier’s stair at South Bank is low cost and generously scaled , 
creating opportunities for seating amongst planting
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I n i t i a l   i d e a s 
(indicative	‘high-level’	sketches)

- New staircase to include seating area and traditional staircase which 
may	be	needed	as	fire	escape

- A bell tower could be incorporated as part of the staircase structure
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O a s i s   c r e a t e d   b e t w e e n   m a t u r e   t r e e s

B r i e f   4

Existing condition/ evidence for inclusion:

-  Within the college square there is an attractive grouping of 
trees, several of which are well established. Five trees are 
grouped together: a cherry, a maple, a beech, an ash and a 
lime tree. 

-  The ash tree is particularly large and may need to be cut 
back whilst the cherry is the least well established and could 
potentially	be	removed	to	‘open	up’	the	entrance	to	the	
square

Project Brief:

-  Create an attractive place to sit and spend time within the 
Walnuts Centre, utilising the asset of the trees which are 
already in the square

-  There is the potential for the area to include seating, soft 
landscaping and informal play

-  Night time experience to also be considered in light of new 
night life in the centre

-  Initial consultation suggests this could be the location of an 
informal stage area

Consents, Management and co-ordination

-  Consents needed from owners of the Walnut Centre

-  Co-ordination with The BIDs aspirations for public events 
being held in the Square

-  Maintenance to be agreed with The Walnuts Centre

P r e c e d e n t s

Top:  A raised stage at New Addington, Assemble
Bottom: Lighting creating an ‘oasis’ at Duke of York Square

Top and bottom: Informal play and seating between trees at Barking Square, Muf
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I n i t i a l   i d e a s 
(indicative	‘high-level’	sketches)

-	 A	ground	surface	which	marks	out	the	extent	of	the	‘oasis’	or	a	raised	
stage

- Servicing such as power may be required if the stage option is carried 
forward

- Lights hung between and in trees

- Bespoke seating which responds to the current tree locations

- Informal play with changes of level and soft landscaping

- Potential removal of smaller less well established cherry tree (north 
west	location)	to	open	up	the	entrance	to	the	square.	
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A  p u b l i c   f a c e   t o   t h e   l i b r a r y

B r i e f  5

Existing condition/ evidence for inclusion:

-  The library is an asset to the Square but at present it is not 
contributing visually or to the impression of activity on the 
square

-  Blue tinted glazing obscures views into the library which 
currently presents a blank face to the public

-  The signage to the library is minimal with a vertical sign seen 
from	the	Homefield	rise	entrance	partially	obscured	by	the	
horizontal Sainsburys sign and the entrance doors are not 
currently easily locatable

P r e c e d e n t s

Project Brief:

-  Create a public face to the library which showcases the civic 
function of the building and activates the life of the square

-		 Consider	the	inclusion	of	active	uses	on	the	ground	floor-	
consultation with Bromley College revealed they plan to run 
a small coffee kisok which could potentially be located on 
the	ground	floor	of	the	library	opening	up	onto	the	square

Consents, Management and co-ordination
 
-  Consents needed from London Borough of Bromley and co-

ordination with library management

-  Potential co-ordination needed with Bromley College if their 
coffee kiosk were to be located in the library

Left: Wood Green Library, East, which was reclad with new signage as part of a 
pubic realm project

Right  John Harvard Library had the ground floor facade completely remade
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I n i t i a l   i d e a s 
(indicative	‘high-level’	sketches)

- New signage making clear the use of the building

-	 Internal	layout	reshuffled	to	showcase	activity	on	ground	floor

-	 Internal	lighting	on	ground	floor

- Entrance to library made more legible from the square

-	 A	more	active	ground	floor	to	spill	into	square:	potential	for	proposed	
BR6 coffee stall to be located here

-	 Longer	term	ambition	to	replace	the	glazing	on	the	ground	floor
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I m p r o v e d   e d g e   t o   B R 6 

B r i e f   6

Existing condition/ evidence for inclusion:

-		 BR6,	Orpington	College’s	training	restaurant	which	is	open	
to the public, is an asset to the area and the square however 
at present it is not clear from the square that the building is 
accessible by the public

-  Improvement works are currently being designed for a 
small extension to the facade of the college with associated 
landscaping works. This offers an opportunity for the college 
to connect with the area around it and showcase the new 
training restaurant

Project Brief:

-  Signpost BR6 to the public creating a high quality civic 
facade

-  Create an active useful frontage to BR6 which improves the 
perception and use of the square and offer places to sit

Consents, Management and co-ordination

-  Consents needed from Orpington College with close 
collaboration with their appointed design team at an early 
stage of design

-  Potential consent from owners of the Walnuts Centre if the 
proposal extends beyond the ownership line (the existing 
clay ramp has not been considered in the early designs 
suggested	below)

C u r r e n t  P r o p o s a l s 
(Developed	by	Pellings	for	Phase	II	of	BR6)
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I n i t i a l   i d e a s 
(indicative	‘high-level’	sketches)

- New signage to the existing BR6 entrance

- Inhabitable landscaping treatment between the restaurant terrace and 
the square, utilising the changes in level required to create seating 
opportunities

- Open up views between BR6 and the square

- Inclusion of soft landscaping to ramp area diminishing the visual impact 
of the necessary guardrails

Current Proposal:

Ramps parallel to the building edge creates a 
visual barrier

Alternative Proposal:

Generous steps to front of building edge with 
ramp to the side
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A  m a r k e t   t h a t   w o r k s   b e t t e r

B r i e f   7

Existing condition/ evidence for inclusion:

-  The current market is a mixed selection of stalls whose 
layout along the western edge of the square obstructs views 
in the square

-  Parking of vans and cars on the square on market days 
detracts from the activity and enjoyment of the square

-  The current market has no power points and water is from 
the nearby public toilets

-  Initial consultation has revealed that the college would like 
to	have	a	changing	array	of	stalls	as	part	of	its	‘Enterprise	
Centre’	and	The	BID	would	like	to	have	the	potential	for	
seasonal market stalls in addition to the current weekly 
market

Project Brief:

-  A new market strategy to be developed with the various 
stakeholders interested in being involved in the future of the 
market

-  A new market layout to be developed to allow views and 
movement in the square whilst retaining footfall to the 
market

-  Parking to be located elsewhere to the square

Consents, Management and co-ordination

-  Current stakeholders interested in being involved in the 
future of the market to co-ordinate

-   Consent from Walnuts for maintenance

P r e c e d e n t s

Left: Bermondsey Square Market, East, combines public space around the stalls Right: Visually similar stalls at South bank are arranged in lines to create a 
coherent backdrop for the stalls wares
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Parking 
accommodated 
elsewhere

I n i t i a l   i d e a s 
(indicative	‘high-level’	sketches)

- New stall layout developed and marked out with ground studs

- Same stalls used for visually coherent market

- Power points added to square and new water point to exterior of public 
toilets

- Market infrastructure can be used by college and the BID as well as the 
current market

+ power points
+ external water 
point outside 
public toilets
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Existing condition/ evidence for inclusion:

-		 The	audit	of	existing	paving	(see	existing	context)	reveals	a	
mix of materials and quality 

-  The square is of fairly good quality whilst several of the 
edges around are of poor quality and will need to be 
replaced

-  Whilst it would be desirable to replace all the paving 
throughout the centre to provide a coherent backdrop this 
must be weighed against the relatively small  budget for the 
first	phase	of	works	and	priorities	must	be	identified

R e - p a v i n g

B r i e f   8

A A+B A+B+C

A+B+C+D A+B+C+D+E

Project Brief:

-  Create a good quality background to the developments in 
the area with consideration given to the relative costs to 
benefits	of	the	proposals

Consents, Management and co-ordination

- Consent from various freeholders

Potential phasing of paving replacements:
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I n i t i a l   i d e a s 
(indicative	‘high-level’	sketches)

- Any resurfacing to be replaced with clay setts with a consistent east-
west orientation

- Distinct areas have been considered and prioritised in order of 
importance for replacement

- Replacing area A in the initial phase of works would highlight the 
square as a distinct and special 

- Replacing areas labelled B next links the square to the main pedestrian 
routes

-  Other areas to follow as suggested in the diagrams to the left

A

B

B

C

C

D

E



A p p e n d i c e s
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 A p p e n d i c e s 

A  Orpington Walnuts Centre, Concept Design Statement,  
 Landholt+Brown 

B Stakeholders Consultation

C Stakeholder contact details

D  Topographical survey


